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OBJECTIVES
Explain why bilingual children are over-identified for speech and language 
developmental disorders

Describe bilingualism in the context of speech-language development

Discuss attitudes towards bilingualism and speech and language disorders
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Mention main focus will be on language rather than speech and do little Spanish boy, “Anthony” story
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Why bilingual children are over-
identified for speech and language 
developmental disorders?
oEnvironmental input or exposure of each language

(Uljarevic et.al, 2016)

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Input, exposure or experience in each languageSome researchers have linked amounts of exposure to language dominance, that is, to a preference in the child to use one language instead of the other. Language dominance then is linked to a cognitive result: a contrast between a ‘strong language’ and a ‘weak language’. The contrast turns on observable differences in mean length of utterance (MLU) values, particular types of errors in speech production, and preferred directionality of code switches (from the strong language to the weak one) in bilingual spontaneous conversation (Bernardini & Schlyter, 2004; La Morgia, 2001; Lanza, 1992, 1997; Schlyter, 1993; Yip & Matthews, 2006). Crucially, the linguistic behaviours in the weak language are attributed to the child's grammar which, in turn, is attributed to the child's experience with the target language. Differences between weak and strong language grammars are attributed to differences in the quantity and quality of exposure.

https://tscpl.org/parents/september-is-literacy-month
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Why bilingual children are over-
identified for speech and language 
developmental disorders?
oNumber of linguistic systems

(Uljarevic et.al, 2016)
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Presentation Notes
What is the facilitation of naming when the picture name was a cognate was attributed to phonological activation of nontarget lexical items. Similarity between target-language and nontarget-language phonology served to facilitate picture naming in the target languageUnder a cross-linguistic influence account, focusing on cross linguistic -influence of the L2 on the L1 in the area of knowledge, lexicalized concepts with grammar available, influence of one language over another , any syntactic constraints based on grammar available. as combined versus separate mental lexicons (e.g. Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986, versus Taylor, 1971), or the extent of language selectivity in lexical processing

https://tscpl.org/parents/september-is-literacy-month
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Why bilingual children are over-
identified for speech and language 
developmental disorders?
oInteraction of multiple languages

(Uljarevic et.al, 2016)
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Presentation Notes
Research on the impact of code mixing on bilingual children’s development is still quite limited. One study of 18- and 24-month-olds found that high amounts of code mixing by parents was related to smaller vocabulary sizes (Byers-Heinlein, 2013). However, other studies have found no relationship between code-mixed language and early language development (Place & Hoff, 2011). Further, studies are beginning to reveal that bilingual children as young as 20-months are able to understand code-mixed sentences, and show similar processing patterns as bilingual adults (Byers-Heinlein, 2013). This would suggest that bilinguals are able to cope with code mixing from an early age. It has also been suggested that while code mixing might make word learning initially difficult, it is possible that practice switching back and forth between the languages leads to later cognitive benefits
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Why bilingual children are over-
identified for speech and language 
developmental disorders?
oAge of exposure to each linguistic systems

(Uljarevic et.al, 2016)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many people are familiar with the concept of a “critical period” for language acquisition: the idea that humans are not capable of mastering a new language after reaching a certain age. Researchers disagree about whether a critical period exists at all, and they disagree about when this critical period may occur—proposals range from age 5 to 15 (Krashen, 1973; Johnson & Newport, 1989; Lenneberg, 1967). Disagreement aside, research on bilingualism and second language learning converges robustly on a simple take-home point: earlier is better. There may not be a sharp turn for the worse at any point in development, but there is an incremental decline in language learning abilities with age Ask family whether and how much L1 is being used at home and gather information on child’s L1 and L2 use over time and in different settings (i.e., home and school)

https://tscpl.org/parents/september-is-literacy-month
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Why bilingual children are over-
identified for speech and language 
developmental disorders?
oVariable settings when exposed to languages

(Uljarevic et.al, 2016)

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask family whether and how much L1 is being used at home and gather information on child’s L1 and L2 use over time and in different settings (i.e., home and school)This can certainly result in increased bilingual proficiency, but it is essential to provide continued opportunities to practice each languageResearchers generally consider a child to be bilingual if he or she receives at least 10–25% of exposure to each language (Byers-Heinlein, under review; Place & Hoff, 2011; Marchman et al., 2010; Marchman, Martínez-Sussmann, & Dale, 2004), but this level of exposure by no means guarantees functional bilingualism (De Houwer, 2007).In immersion programs, the second language is not necessarily a topic of instruction, but a vehicle for instruction of other curriculum subjects. In terms of the quantity of language exposure, immersion classrooms do not rival infants’ language environments. However, they often foster functional bilingualism, and equip children with language skills that help them in later educational and professional contexts.The take-home messages about bilingual language exposure are clear: more is better, and earlier is better.

https://tscpl.org/parents/september-is-literacy-month
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Why bilingual children are over-
identified for speech and language 
developmental disorders?
oDelays tend to disappear in late primary school age

(Uljarevic et.al, 2016)

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On this slide, I would make sure that you make a summation statement related to how the factors you have discussed may lead to over identification of SLIand then make the statement that these language characteristics are not developmental delays and are in fact a normal part of language acquisition for children coming from a bilingual background and that these differences disappear over time.

https://tscpl.org/parents/september-is-literacy-month
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Why bilingual children are over-
identified for speech and language 
developmental disorders?

Therefore, informed judgments should be made when differences are 
observed in a child’s speech and language development such as:
Is this a typical pattern of multilingual language acquisition?
Is this symptomatic of an underlying neurodevelopmental difficulty?
Is the focus rather on cognitive, perceptual or other obstacles of 

acquiring language?

(Uljarevic et.al, 2016)
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How can we describe bilingualism in the context of 
speech-language development?

oSimultaneous learners-bilinguals or multilinguals acquired their L1 
(dominant or proficient language) and L2 (nonnative language) at the same 
time (i.e., acquired less than a week apart and exposed on daily basis). Birth 
to toddler stage

oSequential learners-bilinguals or multilinguals did not acquire their L1 and 
L2 at the same time (i.e., acquired before age 3). Toddler stage to adulthood.

(Jayasundara, 2015)



How can we describe bilingualism in the context of 
speech-language development?

•Language should be viewed conceptually, holistically or as a whole in order to 
minimize differences in vocabulary size.
• Monolinguals have a wider vocabulary
• Bilinguals or multilinguals have a smaller vocabulary in their L2

(Oller & Eilers, 2002)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is normal for kids to acquire language from the years of two to four years old.  A bilingual child may acquire language at a slower rate than a monolingual child, however, the rate of language acquirement is not an indicator of speech delay.  Monolingual children may acquire words faster due to the fact that there is only one language.  However, bilingual children have a faster way of transferring language from one situation to another and they also know double the vocabulary words.  They know the words in both languages and they can distinguish which language to speak to which parent.



How can we describe bilingualism in the context of 
speech-language development?

•Silent period
• Appear to be quiet
• Might be focusing on comprehending and figuring out new language and 

learning environment it is taking place.
• Not all bilinguals encounter a silent period
• Might be thought of as having a language delay or exhibiting selective 

mutism.
• Language impairment has to be present in both languages in order to be 

considered a disorder and not a difference.



How can we describe bilingualism in the context of 
speech-language development?

Monolinguals
Typical

(Standard American 
English)

Bilinguals or Multilinguals
Might appear as atypical

(Spanish speakers)

Form Adjective precedes a noun 
Ex: “black car”

Adjectives postmodify
nouns
Ex: “carro negro”(car black)

Form Preceded by an article or 
demonstrative
Ex. “the whites”

Preceded by an article or 
demonstrative, adjective 
can function as nouns
Ex: “los blancos” 
(the whites)
(Reed, 2018)



How can we describe bilingualism in the context of 
speech-language development?

Monolinguals
Typical

(Standard American 
English)

Bilinguals or 
Multilinguals

Might appear as atypical
(Spanish speakers)

Form Indefinite articles are not 
omitted when talking 
about quantity
Ex: a, an, some or few
“Bring home some 
apples”

Indefinite article matches 
gender and number
Ex: “Yo quiero un gato.” 
“Yo quiero unas
gatas.”
(I want male cat.)
(I want female cats.)

(Reed, 2018)



How can we describe bilingualism in the context of 
speech-language development?

Monolinguals
Typical

(Standard American 
English)

Bilinguals or Multilinguals
Might appear as atypical

(Spanish speakers)

Form Possessive pronouns are 
used to show possession
Ex: I took off my shoes

Definite articles replace 
possessive pronoun
Ex: “Me quite los zapatos.”
(I took off the shoes.)

Form Auxiliary verb “do” is 
required for transformations 
of statements

Auxilary verb “do” is not 
required for transformations 
of statements such as “do it 
vs. don’t do it”
(Reed, 2018)



How can we describe bilingualism in the context of 
speech-language development?

(Reed, 2018)

Monolinguals
Typical

(Standard American English)

Bilinguals or Multilinguals
Might appear as atypical

(Spanish speakers)

Form Use of word “not” Questions marked by rising 
intonations and negative 
commands by insertion of 
“No” at beginning of 
sentences
Ex. “No vallas al parque!”
(No go the park!)



How can we describe bilingualism in the context of 
speech-language development?

Monolinguals
Typical

(Standard American English)

Bilinguals or Multilinguals
Might appear as atypical

(Spanish speakers)

Form Plurality is not marked in 
redundancy
Ex: Three Cuban girls have 
arrived.

Plurality is marked in 
redundancy in 5 times 
(auxiliary verb, article, 
quantifier, noun and 
adjective)
Ex. “Han llegado las tres
ninas Cubanas.”
(The three Cuban girls have 
arrived.)
(Reed, 2018)



How can we describe bilingualism in the context of 
speech-language development?

(Reed, 2018)

Monolinguals
Typical

(Standard American English)

Bilinguals or Multilinguals
Might appear as atypical

(Spanish speakers)

Form Negation is marked once
Ex: I never played with 
anyone in my 
neighborhoods.

On all constituents of a 
negative sentence, negation 
is marked
Ex: “Nunca juge con nadie
en ninguna de mis
vecindades.”
(I never played with nobody 
in none of my 
neighborhoods.)



How can we describe bilingualism in the context of 
speech-language development?

(Reed, 2018)

Monolinguals
Typical

(Standard American 
English)

Bilinguals or Multilinguals
Might appear as atypical

(Spanish speakers)

Form “Not” is used for negation
Ex. “The girl is happy but 
the boy is not.”

In the verb phrase, “No” is 
used for all negation
Ex: “No quiero” “No puedo” 
“No esta”
No other equivalent for 
“Not”
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What are attitudes towards bilingualism and 
speech and language disorders?

Although there is a common belief that bilingual children with speech and 
language disorders will have difficulty mastering two languages for lack of 
one, there is no scientific evidence that supports the following:
Monolingualism will not help a child overcome a speech and language 

disorder
Bilinguals are not more prone to speech and language disorders than 

monolinguals

(Uljarevic et.al, 2016)



What are attitudes towards bilingualism and 
speech and language disorders?

There is no greater disadvantage between monolinguals and bilingual 
children as it relates to speech and language disorders.

If given similar opportunities, bilingual children with speech and language 
disorders  can learn two languages although, slower and not at the same rate 
as typical peers.

Language development can be typical or atypical regardless, of number of 
languages the child has had exposure to.

(Uljarevic et.al, 2016)



What are attitudes towards bilingualism and 
speech and language disorders?

Educational achievement and onset of stuttering was no different 
between bilingual and monolingual children except:
Slower recovery rate with simultaneous bilinguals than sequential and 

monolingual stutters.
Phonological disorders-no differences found between Spanish-English 

bilingual children and those typically developing.

(Uljarevic et.al, 2016)



What are attitudes towards bilingualism and 
speech and language disorders?

Positive effect on conversational abilities for typically developing children; 
further research is needed for children with neurodevelopmental disorders

(Uljarevic et.al, 2016)



What are attitudes towards bilingualism and 
speech and language disorders?

As for social interaction, social reciprocity, and pragmatic language-
ASD simultaneous bilinguals exhibited better interpersonal skills although, 

early language milestones were not found to be different in simultaneous 
and sequential bilinguals.

(Uljarevic et.al, 2016)



A bilingual child has a speech-language disorder. It is advised that his/her 
parent stop using the minority language at home and reverse to the majority 
language. How would this limit the child’s interactions within the family and 
community? 

Your turn
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